
Brilliantly redesigned
2014 Highlife® Collection & Highlife Collection NXT Spas

A Revolutionary New Design
the new 2014 Hot spring® Highlife® Collection was 

designed with help from the experts at BMW Group 
DesignworksUSA. 

designworksUsa’s world class design skills, combined 

with the Hot spring team’s ability to leverage innovative 

technology, culminated in a revolutionary new spa 

design.  the new design is stylish, functionally simple, 
and comfortable.  

Grandee® NXT spa shown 
with Ice Gray shell / 

Monterey Gray cabinet

About BMW Group DesignworksUSA

An acquisition of the BMW Group, DesignworksUSA 

is a creative consultancy that has been driving 

innovation for over 40 years.  In addition to designing 

BMW vehicles, DesignworksUSA’s client list includes 

internationally renowned brands. 

Designed by 



2014 Highlife® Collection
With meticulous attention to detail, BMW Group 
DesignworksUSA and the Hot Spring® design team 
redesigned every visual element to produce a more 

beautiful spa, and a better hot tub experience.  From 

the flowing waterfall design at each corner to the 

new Moto-Massage® DX faceplate, jets, levers and 
pillows, the 2014 Highlife Collection is harmoniously 

designed with purpose behind every detail. 

2014 Highlife Collection NXT
In addition to the completely redesigned 2014 

Highlife Collection, we are proud to introduce 

three additional models in our exclusive NXT line. 

Representing the future of spa design, these 

models offer an entirely new look – unlike 

anything else. Their distinctive styling, with a 

unique floating effect, architectural molded 
corners and exterior lighting, make the NXT 

models look sleek and stylish.

Learn more about the next generation of spa design.
see the 2014 Highlife Collection and nXt models at Hotspring.com.

WAterfAll corner DeSIGn
at each corner, a waterfall-like 
detail gives the impression that the 
shell is flowing over the cabinet, and 
helps visually integrate the shell and 
cabinet. 

erGonoMIc leVerS
re-engineered air control and 
diverter levers compliment the 
overall design and are easier 
to grip and turn.

Moto-MASSAGe DX jet
this signature jet offers a bold new 
look. Colorful light shines brightly 
through the frosted acrylic faceplate. 
the redesigned pillow compliments 
the trapezoidal design used 
throughout the spa’s interior.

jetS AnD Shell StylInG 
Jets feature a modern design that 
combines stainless steel with molded 
plastic, further accentuated by elegant 
shell styling that also matches the 
footwell pattern. 


